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What has Fred been up to now !!

Notice the pursuit vehicle at the ready in the background
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Sadly, we have just bid farewell to an
MCSC treasure in Monica Theresa Wall,
wife of 54 years to our club plate registrar
and inspector, Keith, and mother of our
treasurer, Allen, ( and another long term
member, Julie, and her partner Mark )
This has to make the Wall family the
MCSC’s first family. The youngest of 10 children, and losing both her parents before her 5th
birthday, meant being split from her siblings
as many large families did in the 40’s. This
was tough, but Monica came through with
flying colours. Before being involved in the
formative years of both the Morgan and
Micro car clubs, Monica enjoyed success with
tenpin bowling, and later at Bankstown RSL,
Bingo was the go ! ( and meat raffles at Arena)
For some time, supper at our monthly
meetings was for everyone to bring a plate,
then quietly, Monica took over and became our meeting caterer, meaning there
was always something nice to eat and of course a cuppa ( or a coffee for the non
believers). Monica had a passion for a frequent ‘cuppa’ so I ask that next time
you boil the kettle you raise your cuppa and remember the wonderful lady that
enriched so many of our lives. ….ed

Office bearers 2002, from left, Monica & Keith Wall, Phil & Sheller Martin,
Fifi & Ruthie Farrar, Fred Diwell, Maureen & Arthur Scerri..
….. photo from Fred ‘s archives.
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“We have ways to make you talk”
Name: Messerschmitt

Rank; KR200 DOB,1960

Strange things
happen when driving
past random breath
tests.
This time I wasn’t
arrested, I was right
with my rego, my
licence, my log book
etc...it might have
been a quiet day,
so the police were
maybe filling in time
while waiting for a
baddie to roll in.
Back at the station,
there might have
been talk of their
interaction with an
alien vehicle!

A bit about myself. I have never been named, so it’s difficult, even
under duress, to introduce myself !
If only I could talk! Have I some stories to tell. I was born in
Germany during the early part of 1960 and shipped to Sydney, Australia in a
wooden crate. These were nicknamed ‘Snow White’s Coffins’, my 11
travelling colleagues and I didn’t even get sea-sick”.
We were unpacked from our first-class-cabin and taken to Bondi
where assembly took place.
My dome and mirrors fitted, detailed and polished, I proceeded from
Bondi to the Surry Hills showroom. Shortly thereafter I was sold to my first
owner. After a short familiarisation run, I took my new owner to our new
home in Revesby.
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Loaded onto a small box trailer, “no
way to treat a lady”, it was nice to be
out and about again. Hanging on for
dear life I eventually regained my
nerves and opened my headlights.
What a sight I saw, the cars around
me had grown in size, colour, shape
and ferocity”

“A couple of months later I took my
newly married family to Brisbane for
their honeymoon. They being short
five foot nothing, (1.6 mt) newly wed,
wanting privacy and prepared to
save money, slept in me.
With the driver’s seat removed and
parked outside in a plastic bag, how
degrading for new upholstery! “This
made enough room for an airbed.
The rest is up to your imagination,
(Even you haven’t got ways to make
me talk about these evenings)”

By the time I got to Sutherland, my
nervous disposition had shattered
my pneumatics into molten jelly. This
took some cleaning up!
My recollection of the next few years
is a bit hazy Further traumas were
experienced, being dismantled down
to the last nut and bolt; this probably
contributed to my amnesia.

A few months later I received my
first accessory present, the latest
state of the art, all transistor HMV
AM push button radio along with
matching antenna”. (This still sings
to me as I purr along the highways). The rest must have done me a
power of good. I remember waking
in 1978 with fresh air in my wheels
Later, with clutch problems, I was
and a 12-volt tingle in my systems
parked under the house, with the
wiring and black box.
expectation of an early recovery
operation”.
Not an aircraft monopoly, although
The years dragged by. My youthful my aircraft manufacturer’s
background may have helped in
glossy looks faded, occasionally
naming this part.
children, birds, and dogs came to
talk to me and ask what I was
“I was given many test runs and
about !
some fine tuning, eventually being
“During early 1993, movement took taken to Miranda motor registry
where I was requested to mount the
place. I was dispatched, as I later
found out, as part of a rationalisation pit for an under-body inspection. I
baulked at this, as a three wheeled
and trade-in-deal. Fortunately, for
lady I would have fallen in! The
me, my current owner paid the
exorbitant asking price, for the time, paper work eventually completed I
of $80 with a big smile being hidden was issued with rego No FD081 and
proudly made my way home”.
from the dealer”.
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Until 1982 I was used as everyday transport, carrying tools of the
electronic trade and video recorders; also regularly commuting between
Penrith and Sutherland I covered another 18,000 miles.
During this time, on one occasion, the clutch cable broke, causing a
rather jerky journey home”.
With recommended servicing, occasional adjustments to my
mechanics and brakes and regular sets of foot-wear I behaved moderately
well until my clutch caught a fever at too early an age!
My heart was removed; not a pretty sight .The surgeon used blunt
scalpels and no anaesthetics”.
The biggest scare of my life was when the rear tyre blew out, an
unfortunate set of circumstances that caused me to run up a drive-way.
This momentum shot me into the air, landing on my side, then bouncing
back on to my wheels, watching the windscreen bouncing across the road.
It’s not nice when the sky gets disorientated. The spare wheel fitted,
I was driven home with the windscreen on the back seat.
Over the next few months, scratches were removed, new paint
applied as necessary, and a new Perspex dome, imported from England.
This fitted I was back on the road again. By this time I was sharing the
garage with a 1970 Hillman Hunter so I was not used as regularly.
During these years, interest in micro and bubble cars had
possessed my owner. Fred had acquired others of my brothers and sisters,
along with several Vespa scooters and a Vespa 400 car. This necessitated
looking for larger premises to store us.
Along with
maintaining and
using us, in 1985,
he was elected as
president of the
Micro Car and
Scooter Club.
In the early days
I didn’t mind too
much; he kept me
in a life of luxury.
The demands of
the club weren’t
too great. I got
supplied with club
plates and took him and his girl friends to events”.
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ARCADIA MARKETS OLD SKOOL
Car Show Saturday 16th November Arcadia School
Some of maybe 100 or so vehicles on display

Just one Micro amongst the Muscles

Arcadia Public School has just celebrated 125 years of educating
children of the local community. The many and varied stallholders and the
parent group/organisers have a very close relationship, and they come together
year after year with smiles on their faces.
The school grounds are a little different to the average primary school
in that they also contain a number of other buildings/activities, including the
chook house, a heritage community centre and church, gardens, and being a
rural area they also support an equestrian team.
A very popular trophy winner was the local Volunteer Bushfire
Brigade team who entered their beautifully prepared vintage fire engine under
the name of ‘Puff the Tragic Wagon’.
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Linnwood House Open Day, Sunday 10th Nov at Guildford
City of Holroyd Band who performed stirring music frequently during the day

Ric Fantuzzi and son leaving before
being awarded a trophy for best Scooter.

Danny and Mike’s ‘BIGRIG’ also was
on the receiving end of a trophy

A ‘nice’ mini moke engine bay

and a slightly modified mini
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Windsor High School Show & Shine Sunday 17th Nov
Just happened to be driving past from an earlier car show, and saw a
few hundred classics etc on the oval, so in we went. Quite a good variety of
vehicles, most in excellent condition. Of course lots of stalls, and lots to eat
and drink. Appearing was the inflatable Blue Datto whose foundation is a
Western Sydney based registered charity that aims to save lives of young
Australians on our roads by changing the culture of young drivers.
Not many Micros amongst this lineup !! Might have to take the NSU in 2020

and not many scooters here either

below , a very original, but active oldie which has a perfect ‘swaggie’ mascot
standing on the tail light behind the rear bumper.
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Christmas Lunch at Vanilla Cream Restaurant Dec 1st 2019

From left, Keith, Allen, Niko, Geoff, Rita, Vic, John ( missing),
Marg, Bob and Cathy, all having a great culinary experience.

From left Allen, Prinz, Keith, Marg, Cathy, Dart, Bob, Carryall,
Vic, and apologies to Rita who is only half there. I blame the
bright sun and could not see the screen. Niko and Geoff
must have gone back for seconds. ……..ed
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Long time NSU Prinz owner Graham Davies has just completed stage
2 of the restoration of his now Paradise Blue ‘Noddy’. Stage 1 was featured
in this magazine about 5 or 6 years back, and a lot of work was done at that
time. The paintwork was acceptable then, other work more important.
Stage 2 and It took about 6 weeks to remove dents, 2 coats of
undercoat and about 6 coats of acrylic paint then cut back with 1200 then
polish then wax......
All that work sounds
exhausting but look at the
result. The other major
work was a complete redo
of the front end. It is a small
world, a year ago I had my
Prinz at accommodation in
Melbourne when I was
approached by a man
called Ian who told me he
was from Coffs harbour and
planned to help Graham
with his Prinz’s front end !
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Our Goggo Sedan…….Bob & Cathy Billiards
We have had Goggo’s from our youth, my first one being a Goggo Dart in
1963 and Cathy had a sedan in 1969.

Cathy’s brother and I bought a Carryall van in 1968/9

We have thought that as we age we may not be able to get out of the Dart and
therefore thinking of a Goggo, other than the van, to easily get around in. The Coupe
seats are very low and they are not easy to get out of. The sedan has higher seats and
therefore we thought it would be a better option and the sedan is not as collectable as
a Coupe and therefore cheaper. I tried to buy a couple of sedans but were either
pipped at the post, or the cars were asking more money than they were worth.
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Several months ago Martyn (son) sent me a Facebook ad for a Goggo Sedan
(Goggonutters facebook). It was for a nice blue car in Queensland. I looked at the
photos and it had the “big block” 400cc engine so I rang and basically bought it after a
quick consultation with Cathy. Martyn and I drove up the following Sunday and
picked it up from Bribie Island on the Monday. The car was previously owned by an
enthusiast, who also had a couple of other cars, one of which was a Nash
Metropolitan, a US micro car J.
The car hadn’t been run for several years so when I first tried to start it, there
was no fuel coming through to the carby, so I pulled out the tank and removed the
carby to clean both. The tank tap was totally blocked and after pulling it apart I
decided to buy a new one and in the meantime bought a tank restoration kit – a 30 litre
motor cycle tank kit. The tank also had a small area which had rusted through and a
couple of pin holes. The tank restoration kit has a final epoxy sealer that also filled the
small holes. The tank sealed and a new tap, it was ready to start. Pulled the drums off
to check the brakes, topped up the gearbox a new battery and away it went. Took it for
a quick run around the block and all seemed fine.
Now getting it ready for the pink slip. Horn didn’t work and the side blinker
lights were not wired so I got all of that done. Also painted the engine bay surround
and cooling things, then another test drive and all really fine for the short trips we did.
Pink slip no problem and then the historic rego. Did a couple of short trips around the
local area and we noticed it had incorrect shock absorbers as the ride was very harsh
so back to Uwe for a set of rear shocks. Now for our first longish trip. Cathy’s brother
John lived at Campbelltown so that is a reasonable test trip from our house via the
Northern Road. The trip there was uneventful and the little car easily kept at the speed
limit. The engine seemed very noisy and the gear ration seemed wrong for a 400cc
engine, but it did go well. The trip home was also uneventful until we got half way
home and there was a loudish screech from the engine and I shut it down and coasted
to an area where we could get off the road. Definitely a bearing but not sure which
one. Took plugs out and all OK in the cylinders. Marty brought the trailer and it
finished the journey on it.
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Pulled the engine apart and found that the clutch side bearing on the
crankshaft was the correct size but not a heavy duty one so a couple of the balls
disintegrated. Luckily the crankshaft was not damaged. On assembling the engine I
checked the output gears to the clutch and they were for a 300 engine and therefore a
lower ratio. I went through the parts that I got with the car and found the correct
clutch and drive gear. When I picked up the differential it was locked and therefore
replaced the frozen yoke. While the engine was out I replaced the non-standard rear
engine mounts and now the noise is reduced and another longish test drive to
Luddenham for Cars and Coffee. Cathy took the car and it went well there but not so
well on the way home. Replaced a spark plug lead and ready again for another
longish run probably CARnival on Australia Day in Parramatta. I just now need to do
a rear wheel alignment after replacing the engine mounts as it all sits a bit further
back and in the correct place. It has a bit of toe in on the rear wheels.

Now a happy family of three !!
####################################################################
Found another Haflinger, and this time in
Melbourne. The great example shown to
the right is owned by Sam Tucci.
“I bought this U.S edition (larger headlights
about 15 years ago without an engine from
a gentleman who had 3 of them in Boronia.
I fitted a spare engine I had to it & have used
it sparingly over the years. The vehicle runs
a 700cc 2 cylinder engine which has diff
locks front & rear & can climb 67 degrees,
45 degrees on its side & 3/4m into water.”
See the winter Magazine for maybe more …..ed
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HIN ( Hot Import Night ) at the Dome, Sydney Showground 23/11/2019
A couple of ‘Hot’ Honda scooters

A Sample of Hot Subarus

Japanese Hot Micro Car, front and rear. ( there were about ten scattered about )

Ben with his Hot BMW 330CI

A relatively new specialist ( and expensive)
car show, to display motor car and cycles
considered hot or exotic, with emphasis on
not only technology, but colour, styling,
lighting, and sound systems.
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HIN ( Hot Import Night ) at the Dome, Sydney Showground 23/11/2019
Additionally there were a number of other activities to add to the vehicle displays
including 3 aside basketball, model car drifting, street dancing, industry displays,
Miss HIN contest, DJ’s & music, HP Dyno Challenge, and of course food & drink
Matching Ferrari, Ferrari, and an Audi…….but why ?

#############################################################
The internet revealed a fascinating bit of wartime Citroën lore. Major French
factories like Citroën were ‘encouraged’ to add to the war effort of the other side. Not happy,
Citroën president Pierre-Jules Boulanger had a brilliant plan.
What was brilliant was Boulanger's idea to move the little notch on the Citroen
trucks' oil dipsticks that indicated the proper level of oil down just a bit lower.
By moving the notch down, the trucks would not have enough oil, but the little notch
on the dipstick says its just fine. Then, after the truck has been used for a while and is out
deployed somewhere crucial, whammo, the engine seizes up, and you are going nowhere.

#############################################################

Microcars at Carnivale, Australia Day … Bob Billiards
We try and get along to this event every year and have been
attending with the Goggo Dart since around 1995. We were encouraged to
come along after seeing two Goggo Darts at the Australia Day celebrations in
Sydney and the NRMA Motorfest when it was around the Rocks area of
Sydney. There were two Darts there, green and white, the white one having a
VW engine. This is where we first met Eric and Lynne Carswell who owned
the Darts. From then on we have been attending on our own until we joined
the Micro Car and Scooter Club.
This year we registered 3 Goggos, the Dart, Carryall and the sedan.
We managed to have two there as the sedan engine once again chopped out
a crankshaft bearing after an 80KM run. Since we had 3 cars registered, we
decided to bring along our Renault R8, just a ‘bit bigger’ than a micro.
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Microcars at Carnivale, Australia Day … Bob Billiards
The trip down was uneventful and the early start at 6:15am meant it
was Goggo driving temperature. We arrived at 7am and headed straight to
our allotted area. We bordered the Citroen club and then were hemmed in by
the Morris Minor group and we waited for the rest of the crew and at around
8am Allen arrived in Keith’s Lloyd Hartnett. So off for a brekky sausage roll
and a cuppa. Later Danny arrived in his Suzuki ute.
We hoped that the day wouldn’t be as hot as last year but no such
luck. It wasn’t quite as hot, but it was very humid and our gum tree gave us a
little shade for the day as we moved our chairs to keep in the shade. The
temperature got to 36 but felt like 38 according to the BOM. Once again there
didn’t seem to be as many cars as there were in previous years. It would be
great to return to Sydney but since the trams are there the council won’t shut
off the Macquarie street and Hyde park precinct as it used to be. Cars
started the exit just after 2pm and we got away just after 2:30 for the hot drive
back home.
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Charlie’s Auto Museum, as described in this article written by
Andrea Thomas in Victoria’s Peninsular Essence magazine
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Charlie’s Auto Museum...owned and run by long time MCSC
member, Charlie Schwerkolt.
You may need to use a magnifying glass for paper copy, or enlarge if email.
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Charlie’s Auto Museum ( put it on your bucket list )
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While many of us have been in the comfort ( and safety) of homes
(with airconditioning ?), some thousands of Volunteer Rural Fire Service
people along with SES, Police and others including career firepersons
and those being threatened and/or impacted by the fires, have been
desperately saving homes and lives in almost all Australia’s states.
One of our long term and founding
members, Fred Diwell from Colo Heights
is also a long term member of the Colo
Heights RFS, and for some months has
been putting in 12 + hour shifts relating
mainly to the huge Gospers Mountain fire.
His own property has been threatened on
several occasions, and is now completely
surrounded by burnt out bushland.
On one occasion he lost a couple of sheds,
and some property, but his main shed full
of cars and his houses were spared. He has
had a bushfire plan for some time, and has
worked, (with a little help from his friends).
With recent rains, the grass is greening up
and some trees are shooting new green or red growth already…..ed
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Volugrafo

Volugrafo's success was in the market with their small engine capacity
motorcycles. The Volugrafo Aermoto 125 was built for the military during
WWII from 1936-1942. It was an Italian parachute motorcycle produced in
1940s by the Turin Volgraph Mechanical Workshops for the Royal Army
Later, in 1946, Volugrafo produced a small Bimbo car made with an
aerodynamic aluminium body. There was a small production run of the super
lite 125 kg car , using a 125cc engine and 3-speed manual gearbox, which
ceased in 1948.
The engineer and racing driver Belmondo developed the Volugrafo
Bimbo 46 vehicle, which was introduced in November 1945 and produced
through early 1946. Production ended in 1948 after about 60 cars were built.
A supporting metal frame formed the chassis with an extremely narrow
track of only 78 cm. A differential was not needed and the front wheels were
out on a parallelogram, and the steering was transmitted by a large chain.
The vehicle had an open, door-less body with a bench and room
enough to have two people sitting next to each other. The steering wheel was
in the vehicle’s centre. The vehicle has a length of only 2.4 metres and a
height of only 90 centimetres. There is a thin fabric top without side panels for
weather protection.
It was powered by an air-cooled engine with 125 cc and 5 hp, which
was installed in front left rear wheel and a chain at the left rear drive. There
was also a sports version using an additional installed engine of the same size
on the right rear, to drive the right rear wheel. The tires are very small at 3.5"x
8" in size !
At least three vehicles have survived to this day, there is one at the
Musée Communale de l'Automobile in Mahymobiles Leuze-enHainaut (Belgium ), one in the Museo Ford Gratton in Farra d'Isonzo (Italy)
and one privately owned since 1954 in South Africa.
Photos ….Peter Thorogood ...details from the web …. ed
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1971 micro shop London, N600 Honda and a Bond bug.

Some interesting pictures
sent in by Ratko
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Piaggio electrifies its Ape three-wheeler for India
By Nick Lavars December 18, 2019

Piaggio describes the Ape E-City as its entry into the Indian electric
commercial vehicle market
The Piaggio Ape, a versatile three-wheeler first introduced 70 years
ago, is receiving an electric makeover with the busy streets of India in mind.
The new Ape E-City is a fully electric version of the brand’s transporter, and
features swappable batteries to ensure it can stay on the move.
Tuk-tuks, rickshaws and vehicles like the Piaggio Ape have come to
play an important role in the day-to-day life of Indian cities. Not only are they
used as taxi services to plug holes in public transport, but they also serve as
mobile micro-businesses selling street food and other goods.
But with air pollution a growing concern, the Indian government is
intent on moving toward cleaner versions of its two- and three-wheeled
vehicles. Its Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of Hybrid and Electric
Vehicles (FAME) program encourages electric mobility through a reduced
goods and services tax on these vehicles, among other incentives.
The vehicle will be powered by battery-swap tech from Indian energy
company Sun Mobility, allowing depleted batteries to be switched over for
charged ones in under two minutes.
These swaps will take place at a network of Sun Mobility’s
interchange stations, which is expected to include 50 locations in 10 Indian
cities by March 2020. These stations will be capable of handling up to 150
battery swaps per day, with customers gaining access through a “pay-as-yougo” model. According to Sun Mobility, this “battery as a service” approach
was key in lowering the upfront purchase cost of the Ape E-City, putting it on
23
par with an internal-combustion version.
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The objectives of membership are for the preservation, restoration and promotion of Microcars and
Scooters, all kept to as original condition as practical. Monthly meetings take place at the Arena
Sports Club ( was the Greyhound Club), Boardman Ave, Yagoona, on the third Friday of each month
starting at 8.00 p.m. We hold rallies and social events on a regular basis for members and associate
with similar clubs here and overseas. Localised personal information and advice can be acquired from
our state delegates or web site:








Victoria: Paul Lucas at Mornington, 03 5975 7203.
Queensland: Terry White at Kelvin Grove 07 3356 5828.
Tasmania: John Barrass at Newstead 03 6333 0544.
Western Australia Zig Pasnicki 08 9397 6315.
South Australia: Ian Wilson at Clearview 08 8262 3033.
Queensland Ruth Farrar (BMW specialist) 0438 883 201.
Other independent associated registers and clubs that promote the same ideals are: British two stroke
club in Victoria, Goggomobil register in NSW, Siva in Perth WA, Velosolex Oz group in Vic, and
Southwest Brisbane motoring club inc.
The club magazine is published four times a year around the beginning of March, June, September,
and December. Items for inclusion should be submitted to the editor by the 10th of the month prior to
publication; receiving information early gives us a better chance of getting the magazine out on time.
Rates for half or full page advertisements are available at very modest cost.
Membership joining and renewals can be made by direct debit to Bendigo Bank BSB 633000. East
Gosford, to MCSC Inc A/c 122802259. Make sure you put your name in the comments section so we
know who it’s from.
During compilation of this publication the MCSC editor believed all reports and information true and correct. However the editor
makes no representations, either expressed or implied as to the accuracy of information and data contained herein, and accepts no
liability for any use of the information and data or reliance placed upon it. The above applies equally to our website
In other words if we got something wrong we are sorry and let us know. This particularly applies to phone numbers, dates,
technical details and name spelling. We do try our best! All rights reserved © 2020 MCSC.
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